
  

Results Australia Global Health 

Fellowship Program 2023 

 

 

 

Join the next generation of leaders to help end global poverty.  

 
About Results Australia 

Results International (Australia) is part of a global non-partisan movement of advocates working to 

improve global health and end poverty. 

 

Results engages with decision-makers to build awareness of proven, cost-effective solutions to 

advance global health and end extreme poverty around the world. We engage with members of 

parliament from all sides of politics and work with government officials and key leaders in 

development institutions. We train everyday people in our grassroots network to be confident 

Advocates, and call for specific action from the Australia’s Federal Government. Most of our 

campaigns focus on MPs and building the political will to end global poverty in Canberra. At Results, 

we provide resources and opportunities for our volunteers to make the case for global health in the 

media and community as well.  

 

About the Global Health Fellowship Program 

The Global Health Fellowship is a 9-month learning and volunteering opportunity for emerging 

leaders and campaigners. 

  

Over 9 months, the program helps advocates over 18 years of age to harness the power of their voice, 

sharpen their advocacy and organising skills, and take action with other dynamic leaders. Global 

Health Fellows learn how to work with policymakers, the media and their communities to end global 

poverty. 

 

The Global Health Fellowship is a transformational experience. 

  

Fellows join a community of like-minded people from around the country and linked in with Results 

advocates from around the world. Over the 9 months you will attend an in-person Global Health 

Fellowship Training Seminar, undertake set practical at-home learning activities, and work together 

with other Fellows and staff from Results to complete a cohort project. In working on your cohort 

project, you will be given opportunities to use the skills you learnt to undertake local consultations 

and contribute to the production of a report based on domestic perceptions on global health and 

development. 
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The Global Health Fellowship at a glance 
 

● 9-month learning and volunteering opportunity for emerging advocates 

● Through trainings and at-home learning activities, Fellows develop skills and knowledge in global 

health and policy to influence members of Parliament, the media and community on the 

prevention and treatment of diseases, vaccine equity and international development 

● Fellows use skills to contribute to a cohort project, conduct consultations and produce a report. 
 

As a Global Health Fellow, a typical month may look like this: 

Frequency What 
Estimated total hours per 

activity per month 

Daily (every few days) 

Catch up on messages and helpful 

information shared via the Results 

Australia Slack channels and engage 

with other Results Fellows  

2.5 

Monthly 
In your own time, undertake the 

Learning Activities set for that month 
2.5 

Bi- Monthly Attend the Advocacy Roundtable events 1.5 (every 2nd month) 

Ongoing Engage with your Lead Advocacy Group 1.5 

Note: Between September-November Fellows will run community consultations 

and this will take more time 

Total Around 8-10 hrs per month 

 

Selection Criteria 

Applicants should: 
 

● Be at least 18 years of age 

● Be an Australian citizen and enrolled to vote (part of your role will be to develop a relationship with 

your local MP) 

● Have plans to live in Australia from May 2023-January 2024 

● Be able to commit around 8-10 hours a month (or 2-3 hours a week). Some months will be busier 

than others (Sept-Nov) 

● Have a demonstrated commitment to global health, human rights, social justice or international 

development. 

 

We know our capacity to create change increases with diversity 
 

You’re at your best when you can be yourself. We want to ensure everyone's individuality and 

creativity to thrive. We encourage applicants with diverse genders, cultures, language groups, abilities, 

and experiences. We also strongly encourage applicants from regional and remote communities to 

apply. 
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The commitment 
 

Fellows must: 

● Attend the full 5-day Global Health Fellowship Training Seminar in Canberra from 19 to 23 May  

● Complete learning activities from May to July by their due dates 

● Attend the 1-day online (Zoom) Community Engagement Training and cohort project planning 

meeting in August 

● Coordinate local community consultations between September-November and submit consultation 

data 

● Contribute to the development, review and promotion of the cohort project report in December 

2023 and January 2024 

● Remain in regular contact with the Community Organiser 

● Join the Results Australia Slack (collaborative online platform) and regularly interact with other 

Fellows, Lead Advocacy Group members and Results staff on the platform  

Key Dates for 2023 Global Health Fellowship 

ACTIVITY DATE 

Applications open 22 February 2023 

Application close 
On a rolling basis with  

(a firm 21 March 2023 deadline) 

Interviews with shortlisted applicants 7-28 March 2023 

Selected candidates notified 31 March 2023 

PROGRAM DELIVERY 

Added to Results Australia Slack and introduced 

to other Advocates in your Lead Advocacy Group 
April 2023 

Fellowship Commences (you will be introduced to 

the wider Results network at the Advocacy 

Roundtable event being held in May) 

2 May 2023 

Global Health Fellowship Training Seminar 19-23 May 2023 

Community Engagement (Cohort Project) 

Training via Zoom 
August 2023 

Undertake community consultations on global 

health to inform cohort project report 
Sept - Nov 2023 

Graduation January 2024 

 

Results Australia Advocacy Roundtables – 6.30-8pm AEST (AEDT during daylight savings): 
 

-Tue May 2nd – Health and crisis theme  -Tue July 4th – Health and youth theme 
 

-Thur Sept 7th – Nutrition & gender theme   -Tue Nov 7th – Epidemics & vaccines theme
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Curriculum Outline 

The program is designed to help Fellows grow and strengthen skills in advocacy through attendance 

at trainings (including an in-person residential seminar in May and a Zoom training in August) and the 

completion of at-home Learning Activities (homework tasks). The training and Learning Activities have 

been developed to help each Global Health Fellow achieve Learning Outcomes. 

 

TOPIC LEARNING OUTCOMES LEARNING 

ACTIVITIES 

The organisation and 

key thematic 

areas/issues 

I feel confident explaining to others why advocating for 

global health equity is important for ending global poverty 

Explore the Results 

Australia website 

Your calling to 

advocate 

I feel confident sharing my story of why I'm called to 

leadership in advocating for global health equity 

Make a Video of your 

personal call to 

advocate 

Advocacy methods ● I feel confident explaining the difference between 

campaigning strategy and tactics 

● I feel confident explaining the different styles of 

advocacy and how decision-makers are influenced by 

them 

● I feel confident explaining what power means in 

campaigning and how it influences campaigning 

strategy and tactics.  

● Elevator pitch 

● Personal impact 

statement 

● Power map 

MP engagement I feel confident engaging with Federal MPs and/or 

Senators via email/phone/in a meeting or at an event 

● MP research 

● Letter to your local 

MP 

Media engagement ● I feel confident writing a letter to the editor, blog or op-

ed for advocacy. 
● I feel confident using social media to amplify advocacy 

messages 

Write a blog (i.e. for the 

Results Australia 

website or another) 

Community 

engagement 

I feel confident organising a community engagement 

campaign which raises awareness of and encourages 

grassroots mobilisation and action for global health equity 

● Personal community 

access map 

● Plan and deliver 

cohort project 

community 

consultations 

● Contribute to report 
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Frequently Asked Questions 

● Do I have to be an existing Results Advocate to apply for the Fellowship program? 

○ No, as long as you meet the eligibility criteria (above) then you can apply! 

○ All existing Results Advocates are strongly encouraged to apply. The Fellowship Program is a great 

opportunity for Advocates to deepen their understanding of our campaigns and broaden their 

skillset as a leader. 

● What are the requirements of the program? 

○ Please see the selection criteria and commitments above. 

● How will these skills and knowledge be helpful for my future career? 

○ Leadership and advocacy skills are 100% transferable to a range of careers. They are particularly 

helpful for policy roles, campaigning, community organising, and international development. 

Fellows from the broader Results community in the US and Canada have gone onto work for the 

World Bank, in politics and in other international non-governmental organisations, universities 

etc. 

● How much does this program cost? 

○ Results will cover most costs of program delivery, including food/accommodation for the Training 

Seminar in Canberra and a stipend for undertaking your local community consultations. 

○ Results will provide the following travel subsidies to contribute to travel costs from your home to 

Canberra for the Global Health Fellowship Training Seminar: 

 

- NSW: up to $100 subsidy  - VIC: up to $300 subsidy 

- QLD: up to $450 subsidy  - TAS: up to $600 subsidy 

- SA: up to $650 subsidy   - WA and NT: up to $900 subsidy 
 

● Do I need any experience to participate in the Fellowship? 

○ No. Your passion and commitment to the cause is more important than any existing experience 

or qualification. However, experiences in similar advocacy or social justice focused work may be 

helpful for you to undertake responsibilities as a Global Health Fellow.  
 

● What does the application process involve? 

○ You will complete an online form, and, if shortlisted, invited to attend an interview. 
 

● How do I apply? 

○ The webform can be found at https://www.tfaforms.com/5047625   

○ Applications are assessed on a rolling basis and close at midnight AEDT March 21, 2023  

 

● Who do I contact if I have any questions? 

○ Contact erin.wicking@results.org.au  

https://www.tfaforms.com/5047625
mailto:erin.wicking@results.org.au

